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Elliptic partial differential equations with principal part div( IVuIP- 2 Vu) are 
applied in physics, e.g., for the description of phenomena in glaceology. The 
objective of our note is a natural question of stability for solutions, as p varies. 
( 1981 Academic Prear. Inc. 

1. INTROUU~TI~N 

Often problems for differential equations are motivated by physical inter- 
pretations and in our case the background is the sliding of glaciers. In his 
“Traite de Glaciologic,” Lliboutry gives adequate nonlinear mathematical 
models, describing the physical phenomena involved. Currently the 
corresponding differential equations are mastered in several special cases. 
(Measurements on the Athabasca Glacier are said to agree with the 
numerical values calculated in the mathematical model.) See [14] for these 
and other related facts. 

Especially, the minimization of the potential energy 

is discussed in [14], where detailed information about the quantities 
involved in (1.1) is given. A point of interest is that 

/I=,+~ 
2 

g’ 
n=1+- 

g+l 

g being the exponent of Glen. Here 0 <g < co and thus 1 <p < co, but for 
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all real glaciers g 3 3. One usually takes g = 3 (p = $). This choice, based 
mainly on empirical considerations, leads in a natural way to the following 
kind of questions. 

PROBLEM. Suppose that up minimizes the potential energy (1.1) among 
all “admissible functions.” Does up + u,,, or Vu, -‘VU,,, in some 
reasonable sense, as p + 4/3? 

The Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to ( 1.1) is 

div(IVuIPP2VU)= -1 

with certain nonlinear boundary conditions for the solution(s). 
A similar stability problem is involved in the numerical analysis of a 

related problem in a domain G c KY*, 

div( /VulP -‘Vu) =f, uIdG=cpI8G, (1.2) 

considered in [2, Chap. 5, Sect. 3, pp. 173-186, Chap. 3, Sect. 6.3, 
pp. 128-1311. Namely, for augmented Lagrangian methods explicit 
knowledge of the varying of the solution with p is desirable. See 
[2, p. 1841, where a conjecture is based on the solution 

*(x),p- 1 1 “(p-l’ - - 
0 

[RP/(P- I)- I,qPI(P- “1 

P n 

for (1.2) when f= 1, cp ~0, and G is the ball 1x1 <R. 
The existence, regularity, and qualitative behavior of the solutions of 

(1.2) are now known to a great extent, cf. [9, 13, 4, 161, and corresponding 
numerical algorithms can be accurately performed on existing computers, 
cf. [6 or 73. The “f-stability” is a simple question, but so far as we know, 
the following stability phenomenon has not been successfully investigated 
in literature: 

1.3. THEOREM. Suppose that f E L”(G) and cp E Ca;( UZ”) are given, G 
being a bounded domain in [w”. If up E C(G) n W;(G) minimizes the energy 

among all similar u with boundary values u - cp E W;,,(G) then 

lim 
s 

Vu, -VU, Ip dm = 0 (1 <q< ccl). 
P-4 G 
P<Y 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 
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If, in addition, jG IVu,l Y+Edm<co for some E>O, then 

lim IVu,-Vu,lpdm=O 
s 

(1 <q< 03). (1.6) 
P-Y G 
P>Y 

The role of the higher integrability, when p approaches q from above, is 
illuminated in Remark 4.2. We do not even know whether 

lim ~VU,-VU,~~~~=~ 
s p-4 G 

or not, if (eventually) j Vu, ly+’ dm = CO for each E > 0. 
The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries in Section 2, 

the case p < q is treated in Section 3 and the case p > q in Section 4. A brief 
discussion of the corresponding local stability theory is included in 
Section 5, although we have left this section incomplete. 

We use standard notation. The abbreviation jG.. .. dm = j .. . dm is 
frequently used for Lebesgue’s integral. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Suppose that G is a bounded domain in R” and fix cp E P(lR”), 
f  E L”(G). Define the energy gp(u) by (1.4). Consider the variational 
problem of minimizing gp(u) among all functions in the class 

Fp= {ueC(G)n W;(G)lu-cp~ W;,,(G)}. 

(If the boundary aG is sufficiently regular, we may require that 
u E C(G) n W;(G) and u 1 aG = cp I aG.) The function up in the following 
well-known theorem is said to minimize F,. 

2.1. THEOREM. There is a unique up in Fp such that $(u,) < 4(u) for all 
UEPp. 

Proof The existence of a function up E W;(G) with up - cp E w;,?(G) such 
that 4(u,) d &p(u) for all admissible u is established via a minimizing 
sequence. The uniqueness of up is an easy consequence of the strict con- 
vexity of F,(u). The continuity of up is proved in [4, Theorem 3.11. 

2.2. Remark. If u E WA(G), u - cp E W;,,(G), and 6Yp(u) < F,(u,), then 
u= up. (Any a priori knowledge of the continuity of u is not needed to 
reach this conclusion.) 

409,127,‘1-7 
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2.3 THEOREM. A function up E .Fp minimizes &,, if and only if 

I [~V~,~~~2Vup.Vyl+fy]dm=0 
G 

for all test-functions 9 E C?(G). 

ProojI The convexity of the functional u + &p(u) and a well-known 
device, credited to Lagrange, give this simple result. 

2.4. Remark. It is known that up is so regular that the equation 
in Theorem 2.3 is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equation 
div( Vu, Ip ‘Vu,) =f, where the second derivatives are interpreted in 
Sobolev’s sense, cf. [ 161. 

2.5. LEMMA. Suppose that u,, E 9$ minimizes &,,. Then there is a con- 
tinuous function C(p) of p, 1 <p < co, such that 

i‘ IVu,,l” dm d C(p) < co. 

Proof Using Poincare’s inequality [S, Eq. (7.44)] 

for q = u,, - cp E WA,,(G), we obtain 

+ys I fl”‘dm 

for any E > 0; p’ =p/(p - 1). Here Young’s inequality [9, Eq. (1.3)] 
has been used. Because c$,(u,) < 8Jcp) and j [Vu, - VqlP dm < 
2p j [Vu,, Ip dm + 2pj (Vq Ip dm, we arrive at 
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f j IVu,l”dm=&~(u,)-jf~,dm 

Fixing E = E(P) so that (2s)P(mes G/w,)PI”= $, we clearly achieve an 
estimate of the desired type. 

3. THECASEP-+q--O 

For the proof of (1.5) we need the bound 

7 
lim 

p-q--O 
(Vu,lpdm<C(q) 

given in Lemma 2.5. By Poincart’s lemma 

7 
lim (uplpdm<2YP’ 

i Id4 dm 
p-4-0 

where some simple arrangements have been made. These two bounds, 
Holder’s inequality, and a standard diagonalization process enables us to 
find a function u E We..., f or all E > 0 (E < q - 1) and to construct 
indices p, -cp2< ..., q = lim pk, such that (1) Vu,, + Vu weakly in each 
LYp”(G), E> 0 and (2) upk -+ u strongly in each Lye”(G), E>O. In 
particular, j IVulq-” dm < lim f IVu,, IYpF dm < (mes G)‘IY C(q)‘yP”)‘4 and 
hence lim ,+oj IWY-“d m d C(q). Essentially by Lebesgue’s convergence 
theorem this implies that j \VujY dm < C(q). A similar reasoning also shows 
that j IuJ4 dm < 00. 

Thus we have proved that UE W:(G). Now it follows easily that 
u - 9 E W:,,(G). Holders’ inequality and the inequality j lVuly-” dm < 
lint j \VuPk ( 4 ~ ’ dm yields 

s > 

(4 ~ &j/Y 

(mes G)‘14 
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and hence 

1 ~V~~~dnz< I;m 1 IVu,,IPkdm. 
k - cc 

Since u,, is minimizing, we have 

(3.1) 

and thus 

By (3.1) and the above estimate 

(3.2) 

According to Clarkson’s inequalities [ 1, Theorem 2.28, p. 373 we have 
(1) for Pkb2, 

and (2) for 1 <pk < 2, 

According to (3.2) the right-hand members of the above inequalities 
approach s [Vu1 y dm and (s IVul y drn)‘lcyP “, respectively, as pk + q. A 
similar reasoning as the one leading to (3.1) shows that 

s jl Vu + ‘%k lVujqdm<lim 2 ” dn2. 
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Thus the aforementioned inequalities of Clarkson imply that 

lim i/ 
vu-vu,, pxdm=o 

k-m 2 (3.3) 

We claim that U= uy. By (3.3) lim ~Ju,,) =8&u) and, since 
&P)pk(~PL) d &Ju~), lim gPk(uPk) < gq(u,). This means that gq(u) < gq(u,) and 
hence u = uy (a.e. in G) by Remark 2.2. 

We have obtained the result 

lim 
s 

IVu, - VuP,, 1 Pk dm = 0. (3.3’) 
k+s 

In order to arrive at (1.5) we fix an arbitrary sequence pi,&,..., pi< q, 
lim pi = q. By the above method we can extract an increasing subsequence, 
say pI, p2,... such that (3.3’) holds. Since the limit VU, does not depend on 
the particular choice of pi ,p;,..., we deduce that (1.5) holds (reductio ad 
absurdum). 

4. THECASEp+q+O 

The crucial difficulty here is that the eventual possibility that 

for each p > q hinders us from reaching conclusions like 
lim,~~Vu,~Pdm=~~Vu,~Ydm or even limp~IVup]Ydm = jIVu,Iydm. 
Therefore we have assumed that 

s 
w, I Y+Edmcco (4.1) 

G 

for some E > 0. 

4.2. Remark. According to an advanced theory of higher integrability, 
initiated by Bojarskii (1957) and developed by Gehring (1973) and Meyers 
[12], the local result 

s 
1% I ‘+‘dm< 00 (KC G) 

K 

always holds for some E > 0 depending mainly on K, q, and cp. However, if 
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the boundary dG is regular enough (remember that cp is smooth), then 
(4.1) is valid. (For example, cubes and smooth domains are regular 
enough.) This fact, justifying our assumption, can be proved by the method 
in [S]. See also [3, Proposition 5.11. 

Let us prove (1.6). Using Lemma 2.5 we can construct indices 
p1 >p*>..., q==limp,, and find a function UE W:(G) such that 
u- cp E W:,,(G) and Vu,, + Vu weakly in LY(G) and upk + u strongly in 
LY(G). Especially,’ j lVuly dm < hr~ i ~VU,,~ ly dm, a fact that together with 
Holder’s inequality yields 

j IVuIy dm 6 lim j IVu,, IpA dm. (4.3 1 

We claim that u = uq. According to the uniqueness (Remark 2.2) it is 
sufficient to establish that &q(n) 6 gq(u,). To this end, note that 
c$,~(u~~) d 8pk(uy) for q <pk 6 q + E. Hence lim &pk(upi) d&&u,). By (4.3) we 
have 

r\,,(u)=: JVul”dm+~.fidm I 

Collecting the results we arrive at G;(u) d gq(u,), as desired. 
Since u = uy, the above reasoning also shows that 

Because lim jf~,,~ dm = jf;l dm = ifi, dm, this implies that 

lim 1 lVupi l”A dm = 1 /Vu, 1” dm. (4.4) 

Clarkson’s inequalities in Section 3 are valid for q < pk 6 q + c. They again 
imply, in virtue of (4.4), that 

lim 
vu,, - vu, PI 

2 
dm=O 

by a similar argument as that in Section 3. From this we again obtain that 
lim p+y+oj IVu,-Vu,Ydm= 0. This concludes our proof. 
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5. ON THE LOCAL CASE 

The actual boundary conditions, for example, in the glaceological model 
in Section 1 being so involved that they seem to require the introduction of 
an arsenal of trace spaces with an imbedding theory for these, it is desirable 
to treat the stability problem locally. Introducing the following well-known 
concept, we get rid of all boundary conditions: 

We say that u E C(G) n WA,,,,(G) minimizes gp locally, if 

j 
G 

IVuIpP2Vu.Vqdm=s fqdm 
ti 

whenever ye E CF (G). 
In view of Remark 4.2 the assumption that SC; \Vu, Iy + ’ dm < n3 for some 

E > 0 is superfluous, the corresponding local result being proved in [ 121. 

5.1. THEOREM. Suppose that upk minimizes gp, locally for k = 1, 2, 3,..., 
q = lim pk, and that lim SK IVp, lpk dm < co, whenever Kc G. Then there are 
indices k, < k, < and a function uy, minimizing 8q locally, such that 

lim Iq(Vu,-Vu,)lpdm=O 
I (l<q<a) 

P-Y 

where p approaches q via the values pk, , pkz ,... and q E C;(G) is arbitrary. 

About the Proof The proof is a local variant of the methods in the 
global case and contains no essentially new ideas beyond those in the 
global proof. However, unessential technical complications makes the proof 
lengthy. We omit this proof. 
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